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Introduction
The purpose of this project was to bring together three technologies in development at MIT: the Story Workbench, a semi-automatic annotation tool, a new technology for discovering patterns in sets of narratives, called Analogical Story Merging, and MIT's in-house multi-representational story understanding Genesis system. The marriage of these three technologies resulted in a novel proof-of-concept demonstration of a technique for memory-driven narrative structuring of information.
The agglomerated prototype system was a pipeline, the first element of which was the Story Workbench, which allows natural, college-level English to be translated semi-automatically into formal representations. These formal representations were then fed into the Genesis commonsense reasoning system, which inserts missing and elided information in the story. For example, given a brief synopsis of Shakespeare's Macbeth plot, the Genesis system can fill in the results of certain actions, such as that "if Ducan kills Macbeth, Macbeth is dead."
This information was then fed into the Analogical Story Merging (ASM) system, the third system we have been developing, which discovers common plot patterns using a novel modification of Bayesian Model Merging for extracting patterns from observed examples. For example, given a collection of five summaries of Shakespeare plays, the Analogical Story Merging System notes the detailed similarities of Macbeth and Hamlet, how Julius Caesar shares some structure with Macbeth and Hamlet but nowhere near as much, and how the Taming of the Shrew, a comedy, is different from the four dramas.
Finally, the plot patterns discovered by ASM were returned to the Genesis system, which Genesis searched the elaboration graph for patterns familiar to human readers, finding, for example, revenge and mistake patterns.
The search for such plot patterns is inspired, in part, by the work of Wendy Lehnert on what she called plot units and by the observation that description at the plot-unit level facilitates the recognition of precedents that usefully parallel new situations. An early guess at an applicable precedent enables focused information gathering to confirm or disconfirm the relevance of that precedent. A confirmed precedent enables prediction and intervention: for example, if you are playing the part of Macbeth in an unfolding Macbeth-like situation, it makes sense for you to determine if there is a potential revenge-seeking person; if so, you should seek out other precedents that show how to mollify or contain the revenge seeker. Different domains, contexts and cultures have their own sets of plot patterns that vary in ways both significant and subtle. Accordingly, the key to success of the Genesis system in new domains is the ability to discover plot patterns given a narrative context. This project connected the Story Workbench, Genesis and Analogical Story Merging systems so as to enable an end-toend demonstration that it is feasible to organize and filter an information stream according to stories drawn from a culturally-determined context.
Once the systems were connected, we ran a simple experiment. First, the Story Workbench was used to encode six stories for their formal meanings: three stories illustrating a revenge, and three illustrating a pyrrhic victory. These stories were passed to the Genesis System's commonsense inference module, and the resulting elaborated graphs for four of the stories (two of each) were fed into Analogical Story Merging. ASM extracted, automatically, the two plot-unit patterns, revenge, and pyhrric victory. These patterns were then fed back into the Genesis system so these two patterns could be detected in the two held-out test stories.
Detailed Technical Approach
The prototype system was constructed out of three parts, the Story Workbench, the Genesis System, and Analogical Story Merging.
The Story Workbench
The Story Workbench is a tool for semi-automatically encoding computer representations of meaning, and allows a three-fold increase in speed over comparable annotation projects, and a four-fold reduction in costs, while still maintaining high quality annotations. Before the development of the Story Workbench, there were just two options for translating natural language into computer representations. The first was manually, using human annotators to generate the structures either by hand, or inside a specialized computer editor. This is slow, expensive, and error-prone. Alternatively, one could perform the analysis automatically -this is fast, but extremely inaccurate, and there are numerous representations that cannot be currently done this way.
The Story Workbench employs a semi-automatic annotation strategy. The tool, a screenshot of which is shown in Figure 1 , does as much automatic processing as it can, using extant NLP technologies. Where it leaves off, a user-friendly user interface allows non-experts, with a minimal amount of training, to correct the analyses and make additions. The tool has numerous built-in rules that check the annotator's work, and also facilitates double-annotation, by providing ways of automatically merging and comparing the annotations of two different annotators.
This allows a significant increase in annotation speed, while still retaining the same accuracy as in manual annotation. For example, a good comparison annotation project is Project Halo, in which manual annotation by subject matter experts was estimated to cost at least $2,000/page (Angele 2003) , with a rate for deep annotation of approximately 500 words/week. With the Story Workbench, we have been able to achieve a rate of 1500 words/week, a three-fold improvement, and also were able to use part-time, non-technical annotators, further reducing costs to $500/page, an overall four-fold improvement.
The Story Workbench allows for the annotation of 16 different layers of meaning, as follows:
10. Events -location, features, and type of event mentions, as defined by TimeML 11. Referent Attributes -properties (unchanging attributes) of referents referred to in the text 12. Co-reference Relationships -which referring expressions refer to the same referent (co-refer) 13. Temporal Relationships -temporal relationships, as defined by TimeML 14. Referent Relationships -non-temporal relationships 15. Mental State -mental state valencies as described by Lehnert (Lehnert 1981) 16. Proppian Functions -locations of Propp's analyses of function (1) the editor showing the current text being annotated; (2) the details view, showing the specific annotations in the representation currently being edited, which in this screenshot is the TimeML event representation; (3) the creator view, which allows fully manual creation and editing of annotations for representation currently being edited; (4) the problems view, which shows errors and warnings about the text being annotated; (5) the Navigator, which shows all available projects and files; and (6) the outline view, which shows all representations in for the text being edited.
The Genesis System
The Genesis system is a confederated set of story understanding modules that encompasses tasks as diverse sentence parsing, co-reference resolution, event understanding, and commonsense inference.
The Genesis system is multi-representational, meaning that it represents its input in nearly two dozen frame-like representations. These include representations for threads (an approach to classification from Greenblatt and Vaina, 1979) , trajectory (inspired by Jackendoff 1983), transition (inspired by Borchardt 1994) , transfer, location, time, cause, and coercion. There are many representations, in part, because there are many kinds of events to be described.
English descriptions instantiate these representations when we talk of physical-world events (the bird flew to a tree) as well as when we talk of abstract-world events (the country moved toward democracy). The particular representations we use were gathered, in part, from work by linguists and researchers in Artificial Intelligence. Others came from our own data-driven need to reflect the meanings encountered in the stories we use to drive our work.
Genesis work is representation-centric because we need representations to capture the constraints and regularities out of which we can build models, which in turn make it possible to understand, explain, predict, and control. Also, the bias toward multiple representations is inspired, in part, by Marvin Minsky's often articulated idea that if you have only one way of looking at a problem, you have no recourse if you get stuck.
The path from sentences to instantiated representations goes through the Start Parser, developed over a 25-year period by Boris Katz and his students (Katz et al 2002) . We have used other, statistically trained parsers, but Start has two compelling advantages: Start blunders less and Start produces a semantic net, rather than a parse tree, making it much easier to instantiate our frame-like representations. We also exploit WordNet, using it as a source of classification information. Of course, we could get by without WordNet by supplying classification information in English (a Bouvier is a kind of dog) or by discovering it. Using WordNet is a temporary, time-saving shortcut.
Analogical Story Merging
The final piece of the prototype system is a new computational technique for extracting higherlevel patterns from natural language semantics called Analogical Story Merging (ASM). ASM is based on the machine learning technique of Bayesian Model Merging (Stolke & Omohundro 1994) . Consider a toy example, where we wish to extract the similarities between two short stories:
(1) The boy and the girl were playing. He chased her, but she ran away. She thought he was gross.
(2) The man stalked the woman and scared her. She fled town. She decided he was crazy.
These two stories, dissimilar in specifics, are similar at higher level of abstraction: there is a pursuit, followed by a retreat and a judgment. To abstract away from the texts themselves to get at these higher-level patterns, we first must express the surface semantics of the texts, relatively fully, for the computer. This is shown schematically at the top of Figure 2 , marked D, where the two stories have been represented as structured pieces of data marking each event in the stories, the agents and patients of each event, and the identities of the predicates involved.
The algorithm begins by constructing an initial model, marked M 0 in Figure 2 , which explicitly encodes each story as one possible output. This initial model represents the evidence that we have observed, and from which we want to extract patterns and in it, each piece of evidence (each story) is included in the model as a single linear branch. The model is much like a Finite State Machine or Markov Model, in that you can "generate" output from it by beginning at the start node, marked S, and proceed along transitions to the next state of the model, choosing between multiple outgoing transitions according to their labeled probabilities. To extract patterns, ASM then searches the space of state merges, where two states are merged into one. To accomplish merging, we define both a merge operation over states, and a prior probability function to be used when calculating, via Bayes' rule, the posterior probability of the model given the data. The merge operation takes two states and replaces them by a single state, where the merged state inherits the weighted sum of the transitions and emissions of its parents. Because each state in the initial model represents an event in the story, each merged state represents a set of all the events of its parent states.
The prior is defined such that smaller models are attributed greater probability than larger models, and models that contain merged states representing sets of similar events are given higher probability than otherwise. In ASM the primary calculation of similarity is done via an analogical mapping algorithm, an augmented version of the Structure Mapping Engine (Falkenhainer et al. 1989 ). This mapping algorithm assesses the similarity between two events, taking into account aspects of those events such as their structure (do the number of arguments match?), their classification (is it a run or a love?), the identities of other events to which the events in question are connected causally or temporally, and the consistency of role assignments (is character A in story 1 consistently mapped to character B in story 2?). Running the algorithm, it finds a path to the best model, i.e., the one that maximizes the posterior probability (the probability of the model given the data). Such a sequence of merges is shown in Figure 2 .
As can be seen, the highly merged nodes represent exactly the higher-level structures we sought to extract, namely, that there is a pursuing event that leads to a retreat and judgment combination. 
Experiment
In our experiment, the three systems described were chained together as shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3:
Flow chart of the prototype system. Stimuli used for the experiments were first processed with the Story Workbench (1), and then passed to the Genesis Commonsense Reasoner (2) for elaboration. The elaboration graphs so produced were then fed to Analogical Story Merging (3) and the plot patterns were extracted. Finally, the plot patterns were returned to the Genesis Plot Pattern detector (4) The experiment demonstrated the successful marriage of the Genesis and Analogical Story Merging systems. First we constructed six stories: three stories illustrating a revenge, and three stories illustrating a pyrrhic victory. The stories are listed in Appendix A.
Once the six stories were annotated by the Story Workbench system, the formal representations so produced were fed into the Genesis Commonsense Reasoning system. This module of the Genesis system fills in gaps and adds common knowledge to the representation of the story, producing what we call the elaboration graph, shown in Figure 4 . The commonsense knowledge used by the system was quite circumscribed: it is listed in full in Appendix B.
The passing of annotation from the Story Workbench to the Genesis system was the most difficult part of the infrastructure development to overcome. Both the Story Workbench and the Genesis system have separate suites of representations, with some overlap, but not a fully one-toone mapping. This means there are some representations explicitly encoded on one side that are not encoded on the other. All information required for commonsense reasoning in Genesis, however, is present in the Story Workbench annotations; therefore it was a matter of writing a set of rules to transform the Story Workbench annotations into the Genesis representations.
The elaboration graph for two revenge stories and two pyrrhic victory stories was then fed into the Analogical Story Merging system, which processed them to produce two plot patterns representing revenge and pyrrhic victory. These two patterns were then fed back to the Genesis detection apparatus, shown in Figure 5 . The third revenge and pyrrhic victory stories, unused so far, were then tested with the Genesis detection system, and the appropriate plot pattern was successfully found in each. This showed the prototype was successful. 
Further Work
In our proposal we outlined future work involving two more experiments, namely work 10 Shakespearean dramas (experiment #2), and stories from a culture of interest (experiment #3). We began work toward these experiments by using the Story Workbench, and a team of trained annotators, to annotate approximately 20,000 words of Russian folktales. This narrative corpus will serve as a foundation on which to continue our work. In particular, this corpus is the largest, most extensively annotated corpus of narratives yet assembled, and represents a unique contribution to the field.
Conclusions and Contributions
Information systems have proliferated within the military where "information dominance" has been adopted as a key source of competitive advantage. But as everyone now knows from experience: access to information does not imply effective use of that information. As easy as it is to be paralyzed by a lack of information, it is just as easy to be paralyzed by the inability to find the relevant information and put it in context. This is true for policy makers and the intelligence analysts who support them, for military commanders in Command Information Centers (CICs), and for warfighters engaged in unconventional, non-kinetic Stability, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction (SSTR) operations.
In the face of a multi-context, multi-representational, high-volume information stream, consumers need help filtering and interpreting what they see. The challenges of SSTR operations in far-flung cultures have required attention to new and unfamiliar contexts (cultural, social, political) that must be understood on a daily basis by decision makers at all levels. Information gathering in the 21st century generates an overwhelming amount of information of all modalities that must be pruned and interpreted.
Our system, and associated experiment, point the way forward to a class of possible technologies that will assist in interpretation and evaluation of situations relevant to military decision makers. In particular, our novel proof-of-concept demonstration shows that the use of narrative structuring of information is a feasible enough approach for further study. In our experiment, we demonstrated the discovery and detection of high-level plot patterns of revenge and pyrrhic victory. These patterns were discovered by the system without any previous knowledge of what types of patterns to expect. We this important stake in the ground, we can envision systems that would learn all sorts of relevant higher-level patterns from incoming information streams, and then would use these patterns to filter, select, and arrange information for decision makers so as to improve decision quality and turn-around time.
The main concrete technical contributions of this project have been: 
Personnel Involved

Publications
The work described herein produced three publications so far; more are in the pipeline. (2) Revenge #2
In 1998, Afghan terrorists bombed the U.S.'s embassy in Cairo, killing over 200 people and 12 Americans. Two weeks later, The U.S. retaliated for the bombing with cruise missile attacks on the terrorist's camps in Afghanistan, which were largely unsuccessful. The terrorists claimed that the bombing was a response to America torturing Egyptian terrorists several months earlier.
(3) Revenge #3 (Test target)
In 2007, Estonia chose to relocate The Bronze Soldier of Talinn, a controversial statue, from the city center to a nearby cemetery. While a seemingly innocuous event, it ended up causing massive political backlash. At the heart of the matter was the controversy around the statue itself: to Russia and ethnic Russian immigrants, it symbolizes the victory of the Soviet Union over Germany in World War II, whereas to many Estonians, it symbolizes Soviet occupation and repression following the war. As such, when the plan to move the statue was announced, many Russians were furious at Estonia, leading to the largest instance of state-sponsored cyber-warfare since Titan Rain. Attacks from Russia (it is unknown whether the attacks were governmentsponsored or individuals) caused massive disruption in Estonia, including spamming of Estonian news networks, denial of service attacks against Estonian banks and government organizations, and defacements of the Estonian Reform Party's website. Many Estonians blamed the Russian government for the attacks, but no direct evidence could be found. The incident triggered many military organizations across the world to reconsider the role of network security in the military and national policy.
(4) Pyrrhic Victory #1
Over the last 10 years, Apple has been trying to increase its market share and popularity, and has succeeded in doing so, with Mac's now comprising twothirds of the high-end computer market. This increased popularity, however, has also led to increased numbers of malware attacks on Apple's computers, and Apple now recommends using antivirus software.
(5) Pyrrhic Victory #2
In 2002, as part of its program to maintain strict control over information, China blocked Google entirely. Although they later unblocked it, Google wanted to prevent such an occurrence in the future, and so in 2005 made a compromise with China: Google would filter its search site if China allowed Google to operate in China. China agreed, but the move caused many to criticize Google for cooperating with China's overbearing censorship policies.
(6) Pyrrhic Victory #3 (Test target)
In February 2010, Veoh networks, a popular website video company, went bankrupt. The company cited its costly legal battle as the primary cause: even though Veoh won the lawsuit, the distraction and expenses it caused led to Veoh's bankruptcy.
B. Genesis Commonsense Knowledge
The following is the text of the commonsense knowledge used by the Genesis Commonsense Reasoner to infer information necessary for successfully extracting the plot patterns revenge and pyrrhic victory from our example stories. The common sense knowledge is expressed in English, with comment lines beginning with a double forward slash ('//'). 
List of Acronyms
